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Changing the World Again ... Baby Boomers Reinvent
Retirement

Abstract
There has never been a time in the history of the US workforce where understanding generational differences was
more important. We live in a time when employees who are at or who have surpassed retirement age are forced
to continue to work in some capacity in order to live comfortably, and those who are still starry eyed and young
enough to be the grandchildren of the older employees are just entering the world of work. The study of generation-
al differences has been of prime interest to researchers for a long time, but in recent years more attention has been
paid to how these differences intertwine and play out now that there are four generations in the workforce. Karl
Mannheim introduced the notion of generations as a construct in sociological theory in the 1920s. The purpose of
this paper is to describe the characteristics or attributes of the past four generations relative to occupational expec-
tations, demands, and stresses in our now multigenerational workforce. Forces existent within today's workforce
are of interest to the vocational expert in the determination of a proper job fit that will allow optimal workforce
effectiveness and effiCiency. The Baby Boomer generation is pivotal in understanding the complex dynamics of a
multigenerational workforce.

The Generations
The collective attitudes and emo-

tions stem from groups sharing a com-
mon birth period, which is impacted by
significant events and social changes. The
events become part of a person's identity
and influences the worldview of each gen-
erational group, which creates a collective
mindset along with traditions and culture
specific to each generation. This collective
view includes the group's attitude towards
members of other generations (Morgan,
2006).
Six causes or determinations of a genera-
tion are (Wyatt, 1993):

1. Traumatic or formative event-
assassination of a political
leader, war.

2. Dramatic shift in demography-
influence on the distribution of
resources, such as the size of the
Baby Boomer generation.

3. Privileged interval-connects
the generation to a cycle of
success and/or failure.

4. Creation of sacred space-places
sustain a collective memory such
as Woodstock.

5. Mentors-give impetus and voice
by their work, e.g. Martin Luther
King, Jr. or Mother Teresa.

6. Work of people who know and
support each other-e.g.,
technological innovators of
Generation X like Bill Gates and
Steve Jobs.

The desire for meaningful
work, an inclusive climate,
and open communication
are common ground shared
by all generations. In order
to form the most effective
and productive teams to bet-
ter the stance of the organi-
zation in meeting it's goals,
leaders need to embrace ev-
eryone's energy and ideas,
and if ignored organizations
will place last in the competi-
tive race for talent.

It should be noted that there is a lack of
mutual exclusivity in generational groups
due to both the number of people born on
the cusp of a generation's defining birth
years and the Crossover Effect defined by

Schewe and Evans (2000)--there are sig-
nificant events that affect every generation
such as John F. Kennedy's assassination,
the Challenger disaster, and the events of
September 11, 2001. These events served
as formative moments of each genera-
tion's coming of age during the time and
had a great impact, as well, on members
of all generations (Morgan, 2006, p.2).

Veterans/Traditionalists
Members of this generation were born

between the years of 1925-1945 and are
the oldest generation in the workforce.
Influential people of the time encom-
passed many walks of life including Duke
Ellington, Joe DiMaggio, Dr. Spock, Al-
fred Hitchcock, Charles Lindbergh, John
Wayne, Bob Hope, Elizabeth Taylor, and
Betty Crocker. Defining moments for
this generation were World War II and
the Depression where people lost lives,
businesses, farms, and money. "Nine
million Americans lost their life savings,
eighty-six thousand businesses closed
their doors for good, and more than two
thousand banks failed and nearly one in
every four Americans was unemployed"
(Zemke, Raines, & Filipczak, 1999, p. 31).
At a time when they should have been
enjoying life, families and work, this gen-
eration of men gave up everything to go
overseas and fight, and women took their



places on the factory floors. This was a
time when things were scarce, and people
often did without which inspired beliefs
of wasting nothing and saving everything.
Through this grew a respect for author-
ity and decisions of duty before pleasure.
At the same time it was a generation that
valued innovation with the development
of the polio vaccine and the exploration
of space. There were very strict rules and
boundaries in society; the father was the
breadwinner while the mother kept the
house clean and raised the children. The
work ethic of this generation is strong
and personal responsibility, honor, duty
and faith are the staples of this genera-
tion. Often, putting aside personal needs
and wants and coming together towards a
common goal resulted in greater accom-
plishments that resonated throughout this
timeframe, as evidenced by winning two
world wars, conquering the Great Depres-
sion, and sending a man to the Moon. Re-
siliency transcended during this time in
history as illustrated in this generation's
ability to convert a wartime economy into
the most powerful peacetime economy in
history. Zemke et. al (1999) in the book
Generations At Work: Managing the Clash
of Veterans, Boomers, Xers, and Nexters in
Your Workplace, categorize Veterans as
follows:

• Veterans like consistency and
uniformity- Birdseye introduced
frozen foods-comfortably
consistent, uniform and
standardized-in the 1930s.

• Veterans like things on a grand scale-
the new technologies allowed
Americans to become far more
mobile; transportation quickly
became faster, less expensive and
more available. The invention of the
class became a symbol of freedom,
prosperity, and accomplishment.
Some of their favorite films were
huge blockbusters like "Gone with
the Wind" and people placed faith in
government institutions like Social
Security and Medicare.

• Veterans are conformers-they learned
from their Boy Scout leaders,
President Roosevelt and their drill
sergeants to stay in line and "do the
right thing:'

• Veterans believe in logic not magic-
they prefer conversations that stay on

"appropriate topics" and are not
much for the talk of feelings and "too
personal" information.

• Veterans are diSCiplined-they dislike
poor service, inconsistent leaders
and poor directions, but they will
suffer silently not to become irritated
out loud.

• Veterans are past oriented and history
absorbed- They feel the future is
created by history; when it comes to
making a tough decision, they look
to the past to find answers and base
decisions on data.

• Veterans have always believed in law
and order- The chaos of war and the
thuggery of the depression taught
them the value of law.

• Veterans spending style is
conservative- They buy American,
are brand loyal, and pay in cash.

Baby Boomers
This generation is defined by the birth

years of 1946-1964 (Pekala, 2001). The
year after the end of World War II, 1946,
is the traditional beginning of the "baby
boom" and 1964 is the last year that the
birth rate in the U.S. was 4 million or
above; after 1964, the birth rate began to
drop Signaling the end of the boom (Schro-
der, 2005). This generation is considered
to be the largest demographic group by
marketers with 76 million people (out of
a total 300+ million in the U.S.). In 2001,
the Baby Boomers comprised 53% of the
workforce in the U.S. (Schroder, 2005).

Influential people included Martin
Luther King Jr., John F. Kennedy, Bea-
ver Cleaver, Rosa Parks, the Osmond's,
Gloria Steinem, Janis Joplin, The Beatles,
Captain Kangaroo, The Partridge Family
and the Rolling Stones. The defining mo-
ments of this generation include the pres-
idency and assassination of John F. Ken-
nedy, the civil rights and women's rights
movements, landing on the Moon, and
the Vietnam War. Also, ask any Boomer
what the single most important invention
of their time was, and it is hands down the
television. Information was now revealed
to them through a highly visual medium
and experiencing things like the Vietnam
War, Watergate, and human rights move-
ments in this capacity made an everlasting
impression that changed them. Boomers
lived through the Great Society of Presi-

dent Johnson, the expansion of suburbia
and grew up in the late 1950s and 1960s
with general economic prosperity and ex-
pansion (Pekala, 2001). This generation
was the last in the United States in which
a majority was raised in a family with a
working father and stay-at-home mother,
and is more likely to support these tradi-
tional gender roles than younger genera-
tions. The core values of this generation
include optimism, personal gratification,
and growth (Families and Work Insti-
tute, 2002). This generation proves to be
one of the most optimistic because they
grew up in a time where the world was
relatively affluent and opportunity-rich.
Their parents encouraged them to pur-
sue their dreams, which in turn created
competitiveness between Boomers. This
is the largest generation and fighting for
achievements was common because many
people were competing for the same jobs
and promotions. Zemke et al. (1999) cat-
egorize Boomers as follows:

• They believe in growth and expansion-
they were fascinated by the lore and
mythology of their last great
frontier of the Wild West (think
Hopalong Cassidy) and at the same
time they became broadly fascinated
by the new frontier of space.

• They think of themselves as stars of the
show-for the first time in history
children were in the spotlight and
expectations for this generation were
high with predictions that this
generation would be the one to clean
up our cities, end racial inequality
and find the cure for the
common cold.

• They tend to be optimistic-they look
at the world in terms of the infinite
possibilities, something to be shaped
and played with.

• In school and at home Boomers
learned about teamwork-there were
so many of them they had to learn to
collaborate and cooperate.

• They have pursued their own personal
gratification-if things were not
working out for them, they would
move on to something else.

• They have searched their souls-they
were attracted to drugs like
marijuana and LSD as a way to take
a journey within and learn about the
spiritual self. Many studied transcen-



dental meditation and books dealing
with spirituality.

• The Boomers have always been cool-
they started fads by taking the
center stage and setting pace by
being recognized as a market
segment. The Boomer Institute
reports that they were the first group
of teens to spend over $12 billion of
their own money on things like
cosmetics, pimple creams, and
hair products.

Generation X
This generation is defined by the birth

years 1965-1978 (Pekala, 2001). The label
of Generation X was coined by Douglas
Coupland in his book Generation X, but
other terms such as Slackers and MTV
Generation have also been used to de-
scribe this group. They balk at these labels
because these categorizations are tools of
the media, with whom this generation's
interface has not been positive. Unlike the
Boomer generation who embraced labels
by the media such as "Hippies" and "Yup-
pies", this generation refuses to become
an object of the media. Generation X is
measured at 50 million of the US. popu-
lation of300+ million. Leading influential
people of this time were Bill Clinton, Bill
Gates, OJ Simpson, Madonna, and Mi-
chael Jordan. This generation was marked
by very different defining moments and
trends than the Boomers. Some signifi-
cant events and trends that left a deep
impression were the Challenger disas-
ter, the divorce rate skyrocketing, AIDS,
MTV, and the age of the computer. There
was also a significant shift in gender roles,
family structure and corporate restructur-
ing. The core attitudes and values of Gen-
eration X include individuality, pragma-
tism, cynicism, and tolerance of alterna-
tive lifestyles and cultural diversity. It was
an age of declining trust in government
and media and the belief that the system
would not be there to take care of them,
which fostered fiercely individualistic at-
titudes. "From the presidency to the mili-
tary to organized religion to corporate
America, you name the institution and
Xers can name the crime. Combine this
with a US. divorce rate that tripled during
this time and you have a generation that
distrusts the permanence of institutional
and personal relationships" (Lancaster &

Stillman, 2001, p. 25). Opposite of their
parents, this generation grew up faster
with more responsibility at an earlier age
with respect to helping to take care of sib-
lings and finances. The result was Genera-
tion Xers staying single longer; many not
marrying until they were well into their
30s after having already established ca-
reers. The value of the 60 hour work week
is not seen in this generation, but rather
the emphasis is placed on the importance
of family life.

Zemke et. al (1999) categorize Xers as
follows:

• Gen Xers are self-reliant-They were
the most attention-deprived, neglect
ed group of kids for primarily two
reasons: divorce and two-income
families. This created a new trend
oflatchkey kids accustomed to being
alone and yearning for attention
from their parents.

• They are seeking a sense of family-
they have learned in the absence of
parents to create their own family of
close friends.

• They want balance-they viewed their
parents as workaholics and the
identity of their parents revolved
around their job. They are distressed
by the high prices their parents paid
for success: stress and health
problems, divorce, drug and
alcohol abuse and no appreciation
from the companies they devoted
their time to. "Work to Live" is
their motto.

• They have a nontraditional orienta-
tion about time and space-they don't
think much of work hours because
they figure if they are getting the
work done what does it matter what
time they are doing it. They think it's
their business how and when they
get the job done not their supervisors
and they don't like being ruled with
an iron fist.

• They like informality-their parents
were so serious about everything they
want to see things lighten up. They
take casual days very seriously.
Anything that makes work less
corporate draws their attention.
They embrace having fun at work.

• Their approach to authority is
casual-they are unimpressed by

authority. They treat everyone from
the President of the company to the
receptionist the same way and
no question is off limits.

• They are skeptical-They grew up with
lip service from their parents, the
media, national leaders and
corporations-that often didn't seem
to be supported by action. They
have learned not to place their faith
in others and are very careful about
their loyalties and commitments.

• They are attracted to the edge-their
sense of risk and adventure is
expressed outside of the workplace
with things such as rock climbing,
mountain biking, and parachute
jumping.

• They are technologically savvy- they
learned to operate the microwave,
program the VCR, and play video
games when they were children.
Computer skills were fundamental in
their education and they have a
natural affinity for it as a result.

Millennials
Birth years used to define the most re-

cent generation in the US., the Millennials,
are 1979-2001 (Pekala, 2001). Estimates
of the size of this generation are that it
will be three times the size of the preced-
ing Generation X; currently the group is
at 80 million (Schroder, 2005). Technol-
ogy and media blurred the lines between
fantasy and reality, thus the people who
influenced this generation seem larger
than life. They include: Chelsea Clinton,
Barney, The Backstreet Boys, Marilyn
Manson, Sammy Sosa, Venus Williams,
and Brittany Spears. Technology played a
premier role in this generation with easy
access to cell phones, Personal Digital As-
sistants (PDAs) and computers since they
were babies. Through the Internet, they
have the capability to virtually visit any
corner of the globe while in the comfort
of their own home. Information is read-
ily available on a minute-by-minute ba-
sis. This generation was shaped by much
more violence than previous generations
with events like bombings, terrorism,
Columbine and finally the horrific events
of September 11, 2001. Emerging from
all of this violence grew a greater sense of
patriotism, heroism, and global connec-
tions. The Millennials have also become



accustomed to situational ethics-a lack of
consistency in rules, policies, and regula-
tions have created a generation that can
argue that what is right is what is good for
you at the time (Wendover, 200l). Grow-
ing up without absolutes has led to them
being the most tolerant of all generations.
Surprisingly they trust and feel most sim-
ilar to the Veteran generation seeming
eager to live by a stricter moral code than
the two prior generations. Mirroring the
generation before them, Millennials are
more likely to be part of a family where
their parents are older and both are work-
ing. A result of this maturation of care
providers has been that Millennials are
the busiest generation to date. They have
micromanaged schedules and plans made
for them from a very early age with very
little unstructured free time. This rigid
structure has created a generation that
is overprotected, overscheduled and yet
very close to their parents and families.
They also appear to be the most stressed
out generation to date (Raines, 2002).

A notable difference between this gen-
eration and others is the level of involve-
ment that the parents of Millennials have
in their lives. It is not uncommon for par-
ents to intercede on their child's behalf
in order to assure their children are safe
and treated well. Never before have par-
ents been such strong advocates for their
children with schools, sports teams, etc.,
which has created a generation lacking
adequate coping skills and the ability to
work the system. An increasing cultural
focus on individual rights has taught
them that there is always an appeal and
the final word is not necessarily the final
word in any situation (Wendover, 2001).

Generation X paved the way for Mil-
lennials in becoming connected. Dur-
ing Generation Xers' formative years the
computer age was just dawning and the
Millennials sped down the information
highway through instant connections
globally. They could be connected to
anyone at anytime, anywhere across the
globe. As a result of the instant access to
any kind of information they want, they
are more brand-conscious than their par-
ents and require constant stimulation to
survive. As a whole, this generation tends
to be sociable, optimistic, talented, col-
laborative, open-minded, and achieve-
ment-oriented. Consistent and compel-

ling messages driven into this generation
have been (Raines, 2002):

• You are special- this group has been
catered to from the time they were
born -Baby Gap, Nickelodeon, Time
Magazine for kids.

• Leave no one behind-in a globalized
society, they were raised to be toler-
ant of all races, religions, and sexual
orientations.

• Connect 24/7 - the internet, cell
phones, and PDAs have always
existed for this generation.

• Achieve Now-from elite pre-schools
to private college-search agents, this
generation has always had high goals
and short time lines.

• Serve your community-volunteerism
is at an all-time high with this
generation; a strong economy and
encouragement from parents
contributes to this sense of giving.

One prominent difference between this
generation and those that came before
them is what they have to offer employ-
ers-in terms of experience gained through
internships, volunteering, and part-time
jobs. For the most part, the economy has
been relatively strong during their time
and they have had the luxury of working
when they wanted in jobs of their choice
rather than just any job that was available.
"These factors have combined to make a
generation of workers who are not only
very smart and practical in their work life,
but also are looking for a way to make
money and maintain their social and per-
sonallifestyle at the same time" (Buckley,
Ronald, Danielle, Novicevic, Milorad, &
Sigerstad, 2001, p. 81).

Blending the Generations at Work
In an ideal world blending people

from multiple generations with differ-
ent perspectives, worldviews and ideas
could spark creativity and generate the
potential for companies to soar. However,
resistance to intergenerational positive
synergy arises out of the inherent tension
that abounds as a result of conflicting
philosophies which in turn jeopardizes
the organization's best interests. Ask any
diversity expert and he or she will tell
you that not understanding others' per-
spectives on the world can be stressful,
confusing, and frustrating to the point

that communication ceases and tempers
flare. Have you ever heard phrases like "in
1977 we did things this way:' or "She just
started a month ago and is already ask-
ing for a promotion, the nerve of her?"
This is the kind of talk heard around the
lunch table but it is typically never dealt
with in a constructive way by manage-
ment. Based on the 2000 Census and fu-
ture population projections, in 2007 there
were 8% Traditionalists, 46% Boomers,
23% Gen Xers and 23% Millennials and
in 2015 there will be 3% Traditionalists,
40% Baby Boomers, 20% Gen Xers, and
37% Millennials in the workplace.

Within seven years, 30 million current-
ly employed workers will be over age 55.
The skilled worker gap is estimated to be
5.3 million by 2010; 14 million by 2020.
What is now a talent overload is quickly
becoming a talent deficit, and companies
will find themselves competing for quali-
fied workers. Thus, taking advantage of
generational strengths - both now and
in the future is a critical characteristic of
agile and profitable companies (Lancaster
& Stillman, 200l). Every industry is now
faced with challenges in hiring, retaining,
and motivating employees and genera-
tional differences intensify this challenge.
After all, the heart of an organization is
not the policies and procedures or the
bottom line; but the people, and to be suc-
cessful a leader needs to be able to relate
to all generations and bridge the gaps be-
tween them:

Companies that understand gen-
erational differences and adjust their
recruitment and retention strategies
accordingly are reaping bottom-line
rewards in terms of an increased suc-
cess rate with job candidates and higher
overall job satisfaction. Whether it be
something as complex as developing
a new rewards program or something
as simple as changing a few job titles,
understanding the generations can be
a strategic tool that is relatively easy
to work with and can actually be fun
(Lancaster & Stillman., 2001 p. 43).

The Silver Lining
A way to start bridging the gap is to un-

derstand some of the fundamental beliefs
of each generation, speCifically examining
the Veteran and Boomer generations, as
they are the "silver lining" of the current
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work world. Social Scientists believe that
every generation was impacted by various
events that shaped who they are, their val-
ues and perspectives which translates into
different work styles that can clash. Lead-
ers need to understand what motivates
the generations and how all generations
can work together on a team.

Veterans
Veterans are the oldest and smallest

generation in the workplace, and accord-
ing to a Bridge Works survey conducted in
2001 by Lancaster, 72% of them intend to
continue working in some capacity after
they formally retire for fear that they will
outlive their savings (Lancaster, 2003).
Reluctant to buck the system, they recog-
nize and value institutional hierarchy and
believe that those in seniority are to be
respected. They joined the workforce at
a time when men wore suits and ties and
women wore hats and white gloves and
everyone obeyed the rules and showed
respect to their elders by addressing
them with the titles of Mr. or Mrs. know-
ing that they performed their jobs well
was the only reward needed. They don't
expect much from management in the
way of feedback, nor do they offer much
in return figuring no news is good news.
According to Gravett and Throckmorton
(2007), Veterans act to take charge, make
decisions and delegate responsibility. They
operate in a command-and-control deci-
sion-making system which may translate
to others as "having all the answers." It
is important for a leader to verbally and
publicly acknowledge their experience,
provide proactive technology support
services if they are not techno-savvy and
use due process and explain the reasoning
behind decisions in order to be an effec-
tive communicator with this generation.

Boomers
Boomers are the next oldest group

of current employees. They jump at the
chance to challenge the status quo and
question authority by engaging in pro-
cess, believing change is achieved through
informed consensus. This was the era of
"dressing for success" when both men and
women wore navy or gray pinstripe suits
and the status achieved by working hard
fulfilled them. Boomers are considered
the ideal team players and they believe in

collaboration and consensus in the group.
They prefer a work environment where
their input is solicited and they want to be
active participants with lots of communica-
tion' sharing of responsibility and respect
for each other's autonomy (FWI, 2002).
Boomers are now approaching retirement
age, but many of them are choosing to
continue working after retirement (Freed-
man & Moen, 2005). By 2015 more than
one- third of the labor force will be over the
age of 50 (Court, Farrell, & Forsyth, 2007).
Boomers need and desire to work is rede-
fining the concept of retirement.

The basic facts about the Baby Boomers'
success are well known. This generation
ranks as the richest in U.S. history. This is
attributed, not only to the sheer size of the
generation, but to the fact that there were
more wage earners relative to the total
population and these earners were better
educated. So the shift from industrial jobs
to knowledge jobs enabled Boomers to
capitalize on these assets and enjoy their
financial success. However, the collective
savings rates of Boomers did not peak
during their prime earning years, which
have only compounded the current chal-
lenges for the U.S. economy. In order to
understand this discrepancy in savings, it
is important to recap the prime earning
years and what was happening in the US
at that time. The stock market was soaring
and home prices made the Boomers feel
richer and thus the urgency to save was
diminished. There was an abundance of
credit available at low interest rates, which
made borrowing easy. The result of this
was large liabilities and low savings rates
that have left approximately two thirds of
Boomers unprepared for retirement.

Concerns for Healthcare and Finances
The research conducted by McKinsey

Global Institute (MGI) assessed the level
of post-retirement income and assets that
the Boomers would need to maintain 80
percent of their peak preretirement spend-
ing. This analysis based on net financial
assets such as bank deposits, stocks, and
bonds, minus credit card balances, car
loans, and other non-mortgage debt-
indicates that 69 percent of the Boomers
are not prepared to maintain their life-
styles (Beinhocker, Farrell, & Greenberg,
2008). Based on the individuals that were
interviewed for this research, half were

confident in their financial future, but af-
ter performing the calculations, less than
half of those that expressed confidence
were really adequately prepared.

The positive in this bleak outlook for
financial security is that this is a highly
adaptable generation and there is no rea-
son to believe that their resourcefulness
will dissipate as they age. However, this
transition can be made smoother if lead-
ers in government and business adjust
policies that pertain to the aging work-
force. Paying attention to three critical
priorities will be essential in retaining
Boomers in the workforce: healthcare,
legislation, and policy.

The rise in healthcare costs among all
Americans is cutting deep into pockets.
Boomers are at an additional disadvan-
tage because the cost of health insurance
rises with age, in turn creating a disincen-
tive for businesses to retain older work-
ers while at the same time making it more
essential for Boomers to remain working.
It is even more complicated if Boomers
work past the age of 65 for a company
that has more than 20 people and offers
health insurance. "In those situations the
employer is viewed as the primary pro-
vider of coverage, and Medicare offers
coverage only for services not included in
the employers' plans" (Beinhocker et. aI,
2008, p.9). Thus, there is reluctance on the
part of companies to retain older workers.
In order to make it more appealing for
businesses to retain older workers, it may
be necessary to make changes to the way
the current Medicare system operates by
changing this rule and offering full ben-
efits at age 65 regardless of the employ-
ment status of the person. This would
mean that taxes would have to increase in
order to finance these changes; however
by Boomers remaining in the work world
longer, there would be a partial offset to
these increased taxes. In addition, busi-
nesses on a whole would gain because
of the elimination of the disincentive to
retain the older workers they already em-
ploy.

Many Boomers are eager to remain in
the work world if they can do part-time
or work from home. Spotlighting their
personal fulfillment, meaningful work,
and intangibles while considering the re-
design of their jobs to provide flexibility
becomes increasingly more important at



this stage in life. Some negotiation may
be required to handle pay and benefits
for these semi-retired employees, for ex-
ample, offering them health benefits but
excluding 401k which may be less appeal-
ing. Creating integrated strategies that
will benefit both the company and the
individual is a win-win situation.

Transformation of the way business is
conducted is not restricted to private in-
dustry, but also to current laws that may
hinder a Boomer's decision to continue
working. "Under current law, for exam-
ple, the one-third of boomer households
covered by defined-benefit plans can be-
gin receiving pensions at the age of 59 and
one-half if the wage earner in the house-
hold stops working. Continued part-time
work delays the start of eligibility for re-
ceiving pension payments until age 62.
Lowering that age would reduce this dis-
incentive" (Beinhocker et. ai, 2008, p. 9).
Similarly, an examination of the current
way that Social Security benefits are cal-
culated is essential if businesses are to re-
tain Boomers. Currently there is not much
incentive to working longer because there
is only a minimal increase in the amount
of benefits, yet Boomers continue to pay
the full payroll tax as long as they work.
"An alternative would be to base benefit
calculations on a longer time period, such
as 40 years, after which workers would
no longer owe payroll taxes. That kind
of change would create a stronger finan-
cial incentive to continue employment"
(Beinhocker et. ai, 2008, p. 9).

Both business and government lead-
ers who are willing to explore changes in
policies and practices now can positively
impact the aging of the Boomers by help-
ing them enjoy a more secure retirement.
Making new rules is commonplace for
this generation who are known for rein-
venting themselves and society through-
out their lifetimes. Redefining aging and
retirement should present a challenge
that Boomers are willing to embrace.

Integrating the Generations
The transition to semi-retirement for

the Boomers also produces additional
discomfort in the form of interacting with
the other generations in a different way. At
this stage in life Boomers are more likely
to be stepping down into positions that
require less responsibility and reluctantly

handing over the reigns to much younger
supervisors. As can be expected, this can
pose difficulties in adjustment.

Finding Balance
Lancaster and Stillman coined the

word ClashPoint to describe trouble spots
where generational conflicts are most
likely to explode. They conducted a na-
tional "Generations" survey, interviewed
hundreds of employers and employees,
and collected countless facts and statistics
before writing about these Clash Points in
thei r bestseller, When Generations Col-
lide (HarperCollins, 2002). ClashPoints
include disagreement revolving around
the following issues: Career goals, bal-
ance, feedback, job changing, retirement,
rewards and training. Looking at these
Clashpoints in the book (Lancaster &
Stillman, 2001) closer reveals the roots of
tensions between generations. The focus
here will be on balance and retirement.
Companies are being forced to raise the
balance bar by supporting balance ini-
tiatives. Employees from every genera-
tion are more concerned now about how
to keep their lives running well and still
work towards peak performance. The
problem is that they are all coming at it
from different directions and colliding.
The first ClashPoint is Balance:

• Veterans: Support me in shifting the
balance- they want support and
approval of their employers in
making the shift including the
transition to retirement.

• Baby Boomers: Help me balance
everyone else and find meaning in
myself. They have realized that there
is not enough time to go around and
are asking for help in achieving a
better balance between work, kids,
aging parents, and looming retirement.

• Generation Xers: Give me balance
now, not when I'm sixty-five!
They want the flexibility to take care
of children and enjoy family
and fun.

• Millennials: Work isn't everything;
flexibility to balance my activities is.
They have a very heavy activity-laden
life and work is just one of many
important activities rather than a
top priority. The best way for
companies to do this is through
flexible scheduling.

The most strategic companies will re-
alize that striking a balance in their em-
ployees' lives means something different
to each generation and part of support-
ing balance is figuring out how each gen-
eration perceives it. The struggle to find
balance will not go away; in fact, it will
become more of a priority in each gen-
eration for differing reasons. The Veteran
who has been a loyal employee may be un-
comfortable asking for balance because so
much of who they are as a person comes
from being needed at work. Companies
can encourage Veterans to develop new
social connections before they leave the
workplace so they are more comfortable
with the transition. Boomers are look-
ing to their employers to assist them in
making it easier to "have it all" and some
may question the purpose of their lives.
Sometimes this is as small as providing an
opportunity to talk about meaning in life.
Generation X sets the stage for balance
demanding time and flexibility to attend
to family needs, and the Millennials have
caught on and welcome flexible hours
since time is a critical issue for this over-
scheduled generation. " The benefits of
a less stressed, more balanced workforce
can be measured in terms oflower absen-
teeism, fewer work-related accidents, and
greater customer satisfaction" (Lancaster
& Stillman, 2001, p. 120). Companies that
can "walk the balance line" will find it to
be an excellent strategy for recruiting and
retaining employees.

Retention
Companies should make a concerted

effort to identify the generation of em-
ployees that are leaving at the highest rate
and address the issue. A good reading of
how well a company is doing with reten-
tion is to look at how many Veterans are
leaving a company. If there are a lot of
people from this generation of employees
who have strong values of loyalty who are
leaving, then serious internal problems
are likely. If a company's turnover rate is
high among Baby Boomers, then it may be
time to review the number of high profile
opportunities being offered as this group
is looking for opportunities to move in a
company. When it comes to Generation
X, if a company finds high turnover, it
is probably due to a lack of challenging
work or a lack of purpose and direction.



The challenge in retaining Millennials is
making sure that they are provided with
direction, learning, stimulation and the
ability to participate and voice their opin-
ion early on in their tenure.

Businesses that believe money is what
keeps employees around are misguided.
Study after study confirms that money is
not the sole contributing factor to staying
with a company. It is a mixture of finan-
cial, personal, and cultural factors that
influence commitment. Not surprisingly,
there is a generational component in-
volved. For example, a Veteran, according
to Lancaster and Stillman (2001) in their
Bridge Works survey, the top two reasons
for Veterans to remain had to do with loy-
alty to clients/customers and the amount
of time off they were given. Boomers'
number one reason for staying was know-
ing that they could make a difference for
the company and the customer. Among
Generation Xers, the overwhelming num-
ber one reason to stay was a sense of inde-
pendence to do their work without being
constantly micromanaged. A good sched-
ule ranked high in second place and third
place fell to time off. Clearly Xers value
freedom and independence over all other
factors.

All of this to say that it is of critical
necessity that companies get involved in
understanding what motivates the em-
ployees that they currently have and de-
termine ways to entice them to stay. Com-
panies that can diagnose problems early
on will be more likely to instill effective
treatments that keep people around.

Creating a Generationally Diverse
Workplace

Some companies have already jumped
on board the generational wave by tap-
ping into the positive potential of a gen-
erationally diverse workplace. They use
two key tools: aggressive communication
and difference deployment. Zemke et. al
(1999) define the two tactics as follows:

• In aggressive communication
generational conflicts and potential
conflicts are anticipated and
surfaced. The energy of behind-the-
back complaining, passive-aggressive
behavior, and open hostility is
rechanneled to projects that can
profit from different points of view,
particularly the fresh perspectives of

the young and the wisdom of
experience. The goal is to validate the
differing points of views and there is
as much listening going on as there
is talking.

• Difference deployment is the tactical
use of employees with different back-
grounds, experiences, skills, and
viewpoints to strengthen project
teams, customer contact functions,
and at times, whole departments and
units. Generationally savvy organi-
zations value the differences between
people and look at the differences
as strengths. Generationally balanced
workgroups respect and learn from
yesterday's experiences, understand
today's pressures, dilemmas, needs,
and believe they will be different still.
They are comfortable with the rela-
tive rather than absolute nature of a
situation, knowledge, skill, value and
solutions to problems.

In examining successful cross genera-
tional friendly companies, there seem to
be five common strategies applied that
Zemke et. al (1999) has coined ACORN
imperatives, or principles that the com-
panies are using to grow strong organi-
zations. These companies have taken the
time to figure out the preferences of the
employees and are serving them based
on these unique needs. They are stepping
outside of the box to create workplaces
that are nontraditional by introducing
more flexibility. Most importantly they
are emphasizing respectful relations in
order to retain the people they already
have. The smoothness of operation de-
pends on the company embracing the fol-
lowing ACORN imperatives:

• Accommodate employee
differences. There is real effort to
accommodate personal scheduling
needs, work-life balance issues, and
nontraditional lifestyles. Each
generation's icons, language, and
precepts are acknowledged, and
language is used that reflects
generations.

• Create workplace choices. Gen-
erational friendly companies allow
the workplace to shape itself around
the work being done, the customer
being served, and the people who
work there. Dress policies tend to be

casual. The atmosphere could be
described as relaxed and informal.
There is an element of humor
and playfulness.

• Operate from a sophisticated
management style. The manag-
ers tend to be more direct. They
give those who report to them the big
picture, specific goals and measures,
then they turn their people loose
giving them feedback, reward and
recognition as appropriate. There
are seven attributes that characterize
their flexibility:

1.Their supervisory style is not
fixed. How closely they monitor
and manage is based on
individual preference and
control and autonomy are a
continuum.

2. Their leadership style is
situationally varied. Some deci-
sions are consensually made;
others are made by the manager,
but with input and consultation.

3. They depend less on positional
power than on personal power.

4. They know when and how to
make personal policy exceptions
without causing a team riot.

5. They are thoughtful when
matching individuals to a team.

6. They balance concern for tasks
and concern for people.

7. They understand the elements of
trust and work to gain it from
their employees. They are
perceived as fair, inclusive,
good communicators, and
competent.

• Respect competence and initiative.
They assume the best for their people.
They treat everyone as if they have
something to offer and are motivated
to do their best. They hire carefully
and do much to assure a good match
between people and work.

• Nourish retention. They are con-
cerned and focused on a daily basis,
with retention and on making their
workplaces magnets for excellence.
They know that keeping their people
is every bit as important as finding
and retaining customers. Therefore,
they offer lots of training, from one-



on-one coaching opportunities to
interactive computer-based training
to an extensive and varied menu of
classroom trainings. They
encourage movement within the
organization and broaden
assignments so people are cross
trained. They make a concerted
effort to market internally to
continuously remind employees
of the good things the
company offers.

One interesting fact about cross gen-
erational friendly companies is that very
little adapting to Boomer and Veteran
preferences is required. These two gen-
erations have saturated the workplace
and their means of operating have al-
ready been well established in the world
of work. Since they have controlled it for
so long, they have set the "status quo" so
to speak. Nevertheless, the challenge for
progressive companies will be to keep
enough of the rules and regulations set by
the Veterans, mixed with the status quo
set by the Boomers and the expectations
of the Xers. "Wise companies will need
to be more explicit about which parts of
the work ethos they will never discard
while changing their cultures to embrace
the new corporate culture" (Zemke et aI.,
1999, p. 161). Scheef and Thiefoldt pre-
sented a workshop entitled Engaging the
Generations (2003) for the Learning Cafe
and Career Systems International, which
suggested a three-step guideline (ACE)
for engaging employees of every genera-
tion.

1. Activate careers: Members of every
generation want work that provides
personal satisfaction. A savvy man-
ager serves as a career coach, to
create common ground and to
encourage employees to take
responsibility for their own careers.
To help employees activate
their careers:

• Encourage employees to talk
freely and openly about their
career aspirations.

• Schedule career discussions
with all team members.

• Provide feedback.
• Help build skills.
• Link employees' work to

"bottom line" performance.

2. Create climate: Members of every
generation want a positive, empow-
ering work environment. Every
manager has the ability to create a
climate that is attractive to all team
members and reflects each individu-
al's approach and outlook. To create
a micro-climate:

• Increase camaraderie-building
events.

• Be open to new ideas and
innovation from employees.

• Offer flexibility in work
schedules.

• Delegate more tasks and
learning opportunities to team
members.

• Encourage work/life balance.
• Schedule lunch dates to get to

know your employees better.
3. Emphasize communication:

Employee satisfaction surveys state
that communication is the number
one opportunity for improvement.
And the truth is, managers don't
need to know all the answers; they
just need to ask and listen, then
respond with what they know and
be straight about what's unknown.
To emphasize communication
practice:

• Listen 75% of the time and talk
only 25%.

• Ask for frequent feedback.
• Regularly recognize the signifi-

cance of each individual's
contributions.

• Beat the rumor mill-be a
proactive communicator.

• Link employees into other
teams' meetings to network and
learn with others.

• Be visible and available to all
team members.

"When leaders ignite engagement, they
recognize the individuality each person
brings to work. And when employees are
engaged, they are exceptional performers"
(Scheef & Thiefoldt, 2003, p. 2). The desire
for meaningful work, an inclusive climate,
and open communication are common
ground shared by all generations. In order
to form the most effective and productive
teams to better the stance of the organiza-
tion in meeting its goals, leaders need to
embrace everyone's energy and ideas, and
if ignored, organizations will place last in

the competitive race for talent.
In order to emphasize the influence that

a company's policies and practices have in
determining whether the high quality em-
ployee stays with an organization, it is im-
perative to examine the common reasons
that employees remain with a company.
In preparing to write the book Love 'Em
or Lose 'Em: Getting Good People to Stay
(1999), authors Beverly Kaye and Sharon
Jordan-Evans surveyed 3000 people from
diverse roles and organizations and asked
them to write down the top reasons they
stay with a company. These included:

1. Career growth, learning, and
development

2. Exciting and challenging work
3. Meaningful work-making a

difference and a contribution
4. Great people
5. Being part of a team
6. Good boss
7. Recognition for work well done
8. Fun on the job
9. Autonomy-sense of control over

my work
10. Flexibility, including work

hours and dress code
11. Fair pay and competitive benefits
12. Inspiring leadership
13. Pride in the organization-its

mission and product quality
14. Great work environment
15. Location
16. Job security
17. Family-friendly
18. Cutting-edge technology

Thus, companies need to become keen-
ly aware of the generations they want to
target and how to entice them to jump
aboard. Liken it to what attracts custom-
ers to buy a company's product. The cus-
tomer finds some value to what is offered
whether it is a less expensive price, better
quality, faster delivery, or more choices.
This, too, holds true for attracting new
employees; what value will they find the
company has to offer? For some it may be
the environment, for others it may be the
opportunity for training ... whatever it is,
companies need to define what they have
to offer and aim it at each generation in an
appealing way. This means if the aim is to
attract all generations, highlighting more
than one "value added" reason in differ-
ent ways is going to be necessary.



Conclusion
Ask any good employer and they will

tell you that a company's greatest asset is
its employees. Think about the time and
money that is spent on advertising and
recruiting, interviewing, and training. If a
company spends all ofthis time and mon-
ey and then has a constant revolving door
of turnover it affects the morale of the
whole company not to mention custom-
ers served. Often companies only evalu-
ate turnover based on the cost involved
in training the new employee, but neglect
to take a closer look at the level of com-
petence that is also walking out the door
and right into a competitor's door.

The Boomers or "silver lining'; if you
will, represent a talent pool with a wealth
of qualities that only come with age. The
value companies place on age, experience,
and accompanying wisdom is exciting.
These are key considerations as they seek
serious talent.

It should go without saying that the
value of that wisdom and experience is
proportional to our collective ability to
learn from those who've confronted mul-
tiple economic, market and organization-
al challenges before. We might all expect
to stretch our expectations of retirement.
The upside for organizations moving for-
ward is continued access to knowledge-
able and experienced leaders who can
help instruct us to avoid repeating their
mistakes. Steering clear of obstacles will
enable us to pursue what's really vital,
both professionally and personally (Mc-
Cool, 2009, p. 1).

Clearly there are variations among the
different age groups of current employ-
ees that make it necessary for businesses
to create appropriate opportunities that
meet both organizational and individual
needs. Boomers are going to continue to
be increasingly more critical to business-
es as the gap between available jobs and
available workers widens. Tapping into

the benefits of retaining more mature em-
ployees can help many businesses weather
the rough waters in this time of economic
turmoil. Retaining Boomers is clearly in
the best interest of both the employer and
the individual, but mutual interest will
not be enough to make it valuable. It is
going to require substantial social change,
reform of rules and regulations in govern-
ment, and greater flexibility on the part of
both the employer and the individual for
these opportunities to materialize and be
meaningful.
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